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Elections Today And Tomorrow
See story on page 5
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UAH gets I 53.2 million
in donation from Sperry
by Cliff Beach
exponent editor
MONTGOMERY. Ala. - The
University of Alabama in
Huntsville (UAH) will soon be
receiving ;1.2 million ollars
worth of new computer
hardware! and software
donated by the Sperry
Corporation which will make
the University into a model for
a computerized campus of the
future.
This agreement, called
Project ACCESS (Advanced
Comprehensive Computer
Educational Service System)
was announced this Monday
in Montgomery by Alabama
Governor George. C. Wallace
with UAH President John C.
Wright and Vern Dykema,
Vice President of Southern
Operations for the Sperry
Corporation.
Wallace believes this

arrangement between UAH
and Sperry is an important
one. "Industry and govern
ment must join together in the
matter of the enhancement ol
education," he said.
Wallace continued by
referring to the Bell Report on
Education which indicated
that America is falling behind
other countries in education.
"I am very impressed with the
university leadership (in
pursuing this program)," said
Wallace in reference to
President Wright.
In answer to Wallace,
Wright said, "I believe that
you. Governor, coined the
phrase 'MIT of the South'
which has provided an
inspiration for the university."
When completed in three
years, this project will provide
personal computers for use by
tsee SPERRY on page 10)
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I n SGA elections

Roberts disqualified
by Andrew Tygielski
exponent staff
In a unanimous decision by
the Student Elections Board,
James "J.R." Roberts has
been disqualified from the race
for SGA president. While
Roberts contests the justifi
cation of the actions taken
against him, many have
raised concerns over the
election board policies in
general in what has been
termed a "childish" election of
"dirty politics."
Roberts was disqualified by
the elections board this past
Monday night as a result of
two charges brought against
him. Although Roberts does
not deny what had taken
place, he maintains that the
violations were made without
his knowledge or consent.
A campaign poster which
exceeded the size-limits set

> «.

Counts
Gremmels
SGA Presidential Candidates
by the election board policy removed. In regard to the
was seen in front of the Delta other charge Roberts replies,
Chi apartment this past "I am sure that all of my
weekend. Also, campaign friends and campaign workers
flyers, which Roberts says were well aware that they
w e r e o n l y m e a n t t o b e would be jeopardizing my
handouts, were found under c a n d i d a c y b y p l a c i n g
windshield wipers of cars in campaign material on car
the Spragins Hall parking lot windshields. I even warned
during last Friday's All- them of the dangers."
nighter. Placing campaign
SGA President Mark
material on automobiles is Chandler, a voting member of
illegal according to board t h e b o a r d , s a y s t h a t a
policy.
candidate should be held
Roberts, a member of the responsible for all violations
Delta Chia fraternity, says the unless strong evidence can be
oversized poster was not produced that the violations
initiated by him and when were made to damage the
brought to his attention, was
(see ROBERTS on page 12)
Roberts

Springfest agenda set

IJAH president John Wright. Sperry vice president Vern Dykema and Chancellor
Bartiett stand behind Gov. Wallace at Saturday's press conference.

by Ann Davidson
staff writer
Springtime and Springfest
have arrived once more!
This year's Springfest offers
a wide variety of activities; so
get involved and have fun.
Bedroom Farce, a family
comedy, will be presented by
the Drama Board April 19-22
at the VBCC Playhouse. The
performances will be at 8:15 on
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Sunday's perfor
mance will be at 2:30 p.m.
On April 20, Cabaret will
host an off-campus party at
the Elks Lodge, 725 Franklin
St., starting at 9 p.m. Featured
will be Youth in Asia, a local
band. The party will be free to

UAH students and $2 for
general admission. There will
be a cash bar.
The busiest day will be
(see SPRINGFEST on pp. 15)
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Legislature
approves
new alcohol
policy
by Cliff Beach
exponent editor
A new alcohol policy was
approved by the SGA
legislature at their regular
meeting last Monday.
Although various policies
have been considered over the
past three weeks, the one
chosen is a verbatim
reproduction of UA's policy.
This policy was chosen,
according to SGA vicepresident, Tom Counts
because it "is general enough
to allow the 1FC (Interfraternal Council) or the other
groups to make their own
rules."

The newly approved alcohol policy
The laws of the Stat^'of
Alabama and ordinances of
the City of Huntsville govern
the sale, service and
consumption of alcoholic
beverages in many respects.
This policy statement is a
guide for the use of alcoholic
beverages by members of the
University community and
their guests while on the
University campus or
participating in University
functions.
It is widely recognized that
excessive use of alcohol is
mentally and physically
debilitating. The University is

concerned with alcohol abuse
by members of the University
community regardless of the
location where alcohol abuse
may take place.
In recognition of the
problems associated with
alcohol abuse, the University
offers alcohol awareness
programs at various times
throughout the year for
members of the University
community. All members of
the University community are
encouraged to participate in
these programs.
In all instances of use of
alcohol on the University

campus, individuals and
organizations shall comply
with the laws of the State of
Alabama and ordinances of
the City of Huntsville.
University buildings may
not be used for University
sponsored events where
alcohol is consumed except in
special circumstances where
permission is obtained from
the office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs for
academic and non-academic
buildings alike.
Professional, social and
housing organizations shall
comply with the foregoing
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policy and, in addition, shall
comply with rules and
regulations established by the
University or the governing
bodies of the organizations
•whose rules and regulations
govern the carrying out of
social functions at which
alcohol may be used.

Editorial
responsibility
The exponent recognizes
its responsibility to the
students of UAH to present
their views and opinions to the
administration and faculty of
UAH, and the community as a
whole.
,
The exponent also recog
nizes its responsibility to
present these views in a
manner following the highest
journalistic standards and,
further, to adhere to the
restrictions that have been
applied by the courts to
student publications under the
First Amendment.
The editors of the exponent
take full responsibility for all
material published.

The legislature wanted to
avoid setting down specific
regulations concerning
alcohol use but did want to
show its concern in curbing
alcohol abuse.
The UA policy leaves
regulations to be determined
by city and state laws while
encouraging students to take
advantage of alcohol aware
ness programsavailable at the
university.
Since UAH currently offers
no such programs, legislator
Andrew Prince made a motion
to establish alcohol awareness
weeks at UAH. The motion
passed unanimously.
Under this resolution, the
legislature designated the
fourth week of the fall and
spring terms as Alcohol
Awareness Weeks. During
these weeks, speakers will be
brought on campus to discuss
various aspects of alcohol
abuse.
The legal position toward
alcohol is one topic of great
concern to the legislature and
one which will be discussed
during the week. "I don't think
the students know the legal
aspects," said Counts.
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Arts, Humanities, and Social
Sciences
Graduate School
Medical School
Nursing School
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Cabaret Director*
Concerts Director*
Drama Board Director*
Film Series Director*
Publicity Director*
Sound and Lights Director*
Special Events Director*
Symposium & Lecture
Director*

* indicates paid positions. Assistant Directorships are also available for all SPC
positions. Apply at the Ashburn House (corner of Holmes and Loop Rd.) after
April 23rd, or call 895-6528 for additional info. Go Ahead and Get Involved.
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New scholarship honors president's late mother
by David Rogers
exponent staff writer
A memorial scholarship is
being established to honor the
late Mrs. Irene Wright, mother
of UAH President Dr. John
Wright.
"I suggested that people
here at UAH might just as well
contribute to a scholarship to
express their sympathy (upon
his mother's death) since the
funeral was going to be held in
West Virginia, my home
town," said Wright.
"At that time, I didn't really
elaborate, and I didn't indicate
a scholarship in her name as I
felt people may have a
scholarsbin that thev know

of," said Dr. Wright. "As it
turned out," he continued, "the
UAH Foundation took the
initiative and endowed a
scholarship in her name, and
then a lot of people
contributed."
It was a "spontaneous
reaction," according to
University Development
Director E. Russell White, that
"shows that people like
President Wright and that
they want to do something
meaningful for his mother's
memory."
"There has been a great,
very generous response," said
White. "I doubt that many, if
any, people here knew her, as

she lived in West Virginia, and
aside from visiting the
president, to my knowledge,
never spent a great deal of
time in the area."
According to White, "There
is a 15 thousand dollar
endowment that was provided
by the University of Alabama
in Huntsville Foundation, and
the earnings from that would
be made available to UAH on
an annual basis, and the other
funds from the more nominal
(personal) contributions."
The 15 thousand dollars,
said Frank Davis, assistant
director of University
Development, "is held strictly
for this purpose, and will

always be there even though it
i s n ot i n o u r ( U A H ' s ) h a n d s ,
This for all time will be the
Irene Wright scholarship
fund."
Dr. Wright expressed his
own interest to expand the
scholarship fund. "I wish with
my own family to raise the
fund to where it would endow
two scholarships," said
Wright.
"My own personal preferences," he continued, "would
be to award the scholarship to
a student who would
contribute to the quality of life
on the UAH campus, as that is
broadly determined.
"The rationale for that is

Sffflmtji's

Sntn Crouin

that there are a number of
scholarships that are
designated, for example, for
engineering students, or
computer-science students, or
business students," he added,
"I think we need reminders
that there are other parts of a
university that contribute to
the overall quality of life on
campus, and I personally
would like to see the
scholarship used along those
lines."
"I would not perceive (the
scholarship) as being based on
how much money your family
may have, but rather upon the
talent of the person who
receives it, and the energy that
the individual puts into his life
here at UAH," he said.
"I don't know if it's
appropriate, but I think I
should indicate that I
appreciate very much the
contributions that people have
made for this purpose,"
concluded Wright.

NAIA teams
get tax break
for players
Crouin
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(CPS) Athletes at colleges
playing under the aegis of the
National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics
(NAIA), the group that
coordinates sports for the
nation's smaller schools,
won't have to pay an extra
$8.50 per sport tax in order to
play on their colleges' teams,
delegates to the NAIA's recent
convention decided.
Hoping to raise about $1
million from athletes over the
next five years, NAIA officials
said they wanted the money to
help pay for "non-income"
sports like tennis, and to
create an endowment to help
the organization weather
"unanticipated decreases in
revenues, like if income from
our playoffs fell one year,"
explains Jack Rye, Western
Oregon State's athletic
director and chairman of
NAIA's District Two.
"It would be icing on the
cake," adds Wallace Schwartz,
the NAIA's associate
executive director. "Right now
we've got the cake."
Schwartz says he's not sure
why the delegates defeated the
proposal, but a few opponents at
the convention said they
worried the fundraising

(see NAIA on pane ID

Student elections start today

by Nancy Parker
by
staff writer
Let your voice in UAH
Student Government be heard
by casting your vote today and
tommorrow.
Students can vote from 9:00
a.m. until 8:30 p.m. in six
voting locations on campus.
Voting booths will be set up in
Housing, University Union,
Morton Hall, the Science
Building, Research Institute
and the Humanities Building.
The three candidates for
Student Government Associa
tion President are: Tom
Counts and Molly Gremmels.

Student
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Student Affairs Advisory
Board. Steve Mann is a
candidate for the Board along
with Stephen Perkins who is
running for the Board as
representative for ADSC.
Casey Wilson is a candidate
as Engineering representative
and Jennifer Bagley and Mary
Elizabeth Kidd are candidates
for representative for AHSS.
Jeff Roberts is running
unopposed for a place on the
Publications Board.
Twelve students are
candidates for places on the
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SGA legislature. The candi
dates are: Ann Davidson,
Stephanie "Tippi" Harmon,
Casey Hessler, Rick Howard,
Chris Jackson, Steve Mann,
Rock Nelson, Renee Petit,
Andrew Prince, Gary G.
Ridgeway, David Rogers, and
David Thigpen. Suzi Smith is
running unopposed for
Legislative Secretary.
Timothy Miner is seeking
the position of Finance
Officer. Mary Ellen Simmons
is opposing Miner for F'inance
Officer.

There are also three
candidates in the SGA Vice
Presidential race. These
students are: Bruce Askins,
Suzi Mielke and Bill Starnes.
Five students are running
for membership on the

©Edward Julius
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Touchstone to perform tonight
by Utica Garrison
staff writer
Lilting melodies of Ireland
will ring through the South
tonight as the group
Touchstone performs in the
UAH Recital Hall at eight
o'clock.
A predominantly Irish
contemporary folk band,
Touchstone also boasts such
influences as bluegrass,
country, and American
mountain music.
Their success in combining
these influences has earned
them the distinctions of

"imaginative," "fresh," and
"powerful" from such sources
as The Washington Post and
The Louisville Times.
Touchstone u s e s t h e
traditional Irish flutes,
whistles, guitars, and
bouzoukis, but their distinc
tive sound comes largely from
their use of a clavinetsynthesizer. Played by Triona
Ni Dhomhnaill, the only Irish
member of the band, the
synthesizer is capable of
sounds like those of a harp,
harpsichord, string bass, and
some wind instruments.

Diplomas, caps and gowns
now ready to be ordered
by Kim Best
staff writer
It's that time of year to start
planning for graduation
ceremonies. Time to think
about diplomas, and caps and
gowns.
The Book Nook will be the
place to obtain caps and
gowns. According to Book
Nook employees Frances
Brouse and Warren Watson,
faculty members can order
their caps and gowns through
April 27.
"If they are ordered by the
2nd," said Brouse, "then they
are guaranteed prompt
delivery." These can either be
purchased or rented.
The Book Nook also will be
stocking student's caps and
gowns.
"We've ordered a mass

amount of gowns in various
sizes, said Watson, "so there
will be plenty for everybody."
Students may purchase
their gowns May 21 through
June 1.

Dhomhnaill also sings and
plays banjo. Other members of
the group are flutist Mark
Roberts, mandolinist and
banjo player Claudine
Langille, guitar and bouzouki
player Zan McLeod, and
fiddler Skip Parente.
The Touchstone concert is
sponsored by the Student
Government Association in
conjunction with the Fret
Shop. Free tickets are
available to UAH students at
the Morton Hall Information
Booth.
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mammals
15 Threefold
16 Sonny and
21 Charlton Heston
film (2 wds.)
22 O'Neill output
24 Fed the kitty
25 Hold accountable
for
27 Organic compound
28 Wedding component
30 Scrap
31 Eye makeup
32 Acquiesces
33 P0W camps
34 Nathanael and
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35 Water bottles
36 Happenings
37
Domingo
39 East Indies
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42 Endures
43 Baseball great
Maury
45 Let i t stand
46 Tremble (obs.)
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dominent or eminent
49 Title for Olivier
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Computer Crisis
Continuing Education comes t o t h e rescue of t h e novice
Project managers and
project engineers have relied
on computers to support their
requirements for project
planning, budgeting, cost and
manpower estimating,
network scheduling, project
status control and reporting,
often at great expense to their
budgets. However, with the
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new generation of powerful
microcomputers, used in
conjunction with powerful and
flexible applications of
software such as Ix>tus 1-2-;},
PFS Series: File, Report,
Graphics and Write, and
Visischedule, project mana
gers can estimate costs,
develop budgets, schedule and

prepare reports all at reduced
costs.
r« help train project
management personnel in the
use of these new systems,
UAH's Division of Continuing
Kducation will offer a course
on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, May 2. 3, and 4, from
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on "Using
the Microcomputer for Project
Management". Thecourse will
be taught by Mark -J. Versel.
who has more than 18 years
experience in management
services and information
processing. The course will be
held in Room 101 of the
Continuing Education
building.
The course fee is $.'175
per person. For companies
with three or more partici
pants the fee will he $350 per
person.
For more information, or to
register, contact Un Iseldyke
at 895-6272.

Gallery and Art Dept.
host Dutch art show
in Municiple Building
The UAH Gallery of Art
with the Department of Art
and Art History, will host and
exhibition entitled The Art of
Designed Environments in the
Netherlands, from April 20
through May II. Originally
planned for the gallery on
eampuse, the exhibition
location has been changed to
the Huntsville Municipal
Building, on Fountain Ave. in
downtown Huntsville.
Originated by Dr. Lloyd
Benjamin, Art Historian and
Chairman of the Art
Department at the University
of Arkansas at Little Rock, the
exhibition is composed of
project models, working
drawings, photographic
panels and slide programs.
The exhibit concentrates on
various Dutch government
projects promoting art in
public places, as well as

corporate patronage. More
than forty projects are
included, treating both
interior and exterior environ
ments. These are reproduced
on large photographic panels,
in models and include
sculpture, ceramics, murals,
fiber art. photographies,
painting and landscape
design.
The exhibition is traveling
to numerous museums and
universities in America. It will
be of interest to artists,
educators, architects, design
ers and historians, as well as
to students of all disciplines.
There will be an opening
reception in the lobby of the
Municipal Building on Friday,
April 20, from 4 until 6 p.m.
The reception is open to the
public, and everyone is invited
to attend.

CMA film series plays tonight
Campus Ministry Associa
tion's monthly Wednesday
night F'ilm/Discussion Series
continues tonight
with a
presentation of Enough to
Share: The Koinonia Experi
ment in Practical Love.
The film will be shown free
at 8:15 p.m. in theCMA lounge
in University Housing,
Building 604-A, with informal,

guided discussion and
refreshments.
This superbly choreo
graphed film, shown recently
on Public Television, uses
images, music, and narration
to describe one of the most
enduring and most successful
experiments in intentional
communities and simple
living in the world.
Koinonia has come to be

known across our land as "a
demonstration plot for
sacrificial love," founding
such efforts as Habitat for
Humanity (no-interest, lowcost housing for the poor) and
Jubilee Partners.
The Film Series, formerly
provided primarily for
Housing residents, is for
students from all over campus.
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Crouse pushes art at high tech school

by Ann Davidson
Grand Rapids, Michigan,
staff writer
said, "I wanted to get as close
"I have been involved in art to Atlanta as possible." He is
as long as I can remember," in his fourth year at UAH.
said Michael G. Crouse,
"One thing I like about UAH
Assistant Professor of Art at is that the age range is quite
UAH.
wide. We tend to get people
Impelled by his own creative with varied backgrounds. I
energies Crouse received his also like the diversity of areas
B.F.A. in 1977 from the I teach," added Crouse.
Atlanta College of Art. In 1979
Crouse is concerned about
he received his M.F.A. from the role of art at UAH. "I
the University of Michigan.
would like tosee more students
After teaching at Illinois take art," he added. In the art
College in Jacksonville, history area we have the art
Illinois, Crouse decided he appreciation course. We are
wanted to return to the here to introduce people to art.
Southeast. "I had heard good
"I believe UAH has a special
things about UAH," Crouse mission in high tech. But if all
added.
we emphasize is high tech and
Crouse, originally from we don't develop subjects like

Charger tennis club
looses 2-7 to A&M

by Stacye Poer
staff writer
The UAH Tennis Club
suffered a disappointing 2-7
loss to Alabama A&M on April
5, with number six singles and
number three doubles forced to
forfeit.
On April 9 they hosted a
fearsome Calhoun team, who
took all nine matches, but not
without some struggling.
Now with a 2-3 record, the
team is optimistic about the
remainder of the season,
despites the recent misfor
tunes.
So far, doubles play has
been the team's strong point.
Player/coach Mike Guest
expects improvement as his
team gains tournament
experience at the college level.
Most of Guest's teammates

played in high school, and one
player, Nick Lioce, has been
ranked statewide.
Another player, Mike
Torres, was a member of the
last tennis club at UAH, which
was dissolved two years ago.
Team members are, in order
of rank: Lioce, Chip Travis,
Torres, John Kim, Joel
Beasley, Crendal Blackwell,
Brian Watts, Guest, and Steve
Kennedy.
The last match was held
yesterday against Martin at
Tennessee. Some changes
have been made in the
scheduling of two of the last
three matches. UAH plays
Calhoun at Decatur on
Thursday, April 19, and hosts
Marion on Saturday, April 21.
Both matches will begin at
2:00.

60JZ9K

art, music and sociology, we
are not going to be able to
compete with places like
California (the Silicon Valley)
and North Carolina. We will
be doing this area a
disservice.
"Even in the high tech
companies people in high
positions are knowledgeable
and educated in more than one
area.
"Art interfaces with all
areas. There is always
something new to learn. The
longer I am an artist, the more
I want to know about other
things.
Crouse sees complexity in
art. "Art can reflect both the
good and the bad values of a
society. It can reflect a
particular time and place. But
unfortunately, unlike litera
ture, people do not expect to

exponent 7

have to know anything about woven constructions and
it."
hangings. They emphasize
"People understand that color, design and pattern," he
you have to go to school but said.
they don't expect to have to do
In addition to working in his
that in art," he said.
small studio at UAH, Crouse
"I am doing a series of also works in a studio he
images that utilize sidewalks, rented in the Terry Hutchens
tree shadows and street building downtown. He sells
corners," he said.
and exhibits his work widely.
In the second area he is I n H u n t s v i l l e , C r e a t i v e
using printmaking in non- Frames and Fine Art, a frame
traditional ways. "I am
shop and gallery on the South
combining printmaking with Parkway, has made his art
d r a w i n g a n d p a i n t i n g , available for purchase by the
creating more non-objective, general public.

BSU gives away free lunch
Colors will get you a free
lunch today at the Baptist
Student Union. A color name
will be drawn, and anyone
with that color in their
clothing wins a free lunch.
Otherwise, lunch is $1. The

color will not be blue!
The first lunch is at 11:15, and
the second is at 12:15. Please
come! The Baptist Student
Union is located at 4311
Holmes Avenue.

As A Navy Pilot,
The Sky's Your Only Limit.
Nothing else conies close to the excitement of Navy flying.
job gives the same early leadership opportunities and
management responsibility.

And no other

As an officer and pilot in the
U.S. Navy, you get immediate
decision-making authority as well
as the practical experience and
technical training you need to make your
career take off.
It starts with Navy flight training which includes
state-of-the-art navigation, aerodynamics, and
computer know-how. It goes on to be one of the
most rewarding careers you can choose.
Those rewards include good pay, over $30,000 after only
Nx
four years, and generous benefits: 30 days' paid vacation earned
each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance
coverage, and many other tax-free allowances.

Wednesday....
5 in 1 bar drinks, .25<P beer, and
the Boy George look-alike
contest
$100 grand prize!
Monday....
Beat-the-Clock Drinks; .25<P beer
beginning at 6:30p.m., with
prices increasing .25<P every half
hour!
1 l.i E. Clinton—across from Downtown Parking Garage

To qualify, you must have a BS or BA, be no older than 28, pass physical
and aptitude exams, qualify for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen.
Find out more. Call:
(SPACE FOR RECRUITER'S NAME, ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER)

Navy Officers Get Responsibility East.
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Proposed Budget

Legislature unfreezes funds

••

The following is a copy of the proposed SGA budget
for next year. The budgets from 82-83 and 83-84 are
included for comparison.
This budget is based on a $3.00 increase in student
activity fees for full-time students and a $2.00 increase
for part-time studen ts. Total funds expected to be raised
for the SGA assuming the increases in student activity
fees will be $192,579.14 according to SGA president.
Mark Chandler.
BUDGET PROPOSAL 1984-85

82/83

83/84

84/85

20,000

ADMINISTRATIVE
19,500

25,000

14,000

STUDENT SERVICES
14,000

17,000

LEGISLATIVE CONTINGENCY
5,1005
4,000

5,500

2,900

Class Contingency
I
2,100

3,200

1,000

II
1,100

1,600

2,000

III
1,6000

2,500

2,000

2,000

IV

2,800

STUDENT PROGRAM COUNCIL

20,000

Cabaret
20,500

28,000

24,000

Concerts
17,250

22,500

10,000

' tlrama Board
10,500

14,000

15,000

Film Series
15,500

18,350

Special Events
7,250

13,200

13,000

Symposium & lecture
13,000

20,000

10,650

Publicity
10,150

12,000

3,000

Sound & Lights
2,200

4,000

000

100,000

TOTAL
100,700

132,050

149,053

BUDGET TOTAL
*146,000

189,650

*$3,000 Film Projector Loan Payment
The proposed 84-85 budget is $40,650 above the83-84 budget.
That is a large increase in monies, but with increases in the
Student Activity Fee Fund the new amount can be reached.
Since the Activity Fee is collected quarterly, I propose a $3.00
increase in the SGA portion of the Full-Time Student Fee (to
14.88) and a $2.00 increase in the Part-Time Student Fee (to
7.63). With 8.417 full-time students (yearly) and 8,703 part-time
students (yearly) a total of approximately $191,361 could be
raised.
Mark S. Chandler

SGA President

by Cliff Beach
exponent editor
The SGA Legislature moved
to unfreeze funds frozen at last
week's meeting following
presentation of a financial
report by Tom Counts, SGA
Vice-President.
All SGA funds except those
for the SPC and administra
tion were frozen last week
when legislator Jennifer
Bagley became concerned that
the legislature might have
been deficit spending, a
concern stemming from
not having received any
financial reports from SGA
Fi nance Officer, Steve
Meador, in some time.
Although Meador did not
attend Monday's meeting.
Counts presented the report
and explained last week's
difficulties as a miscommunication between Meador and
the legislature.
The following is the balance
of accounts as presented
Monday evening:
Club Contingency Funds
Class I (Regular Clubs) . -1641.07
Class II (Honorariums) .. 1398.37
Class III (Sports)
3089.00

Class IV (Pre-school learning
Center and Lancers)
2000.00
Legislative Contingency 1 1,746.71
Administration
15,602.68

Following the report,
legislator Bruce Askins made
a motion to move $3000.00
from the Legislative Contin
gency Fund to the Class I
Fund to cover its debt. The
motion passed unanimously.
Bagley then moved to
unfreeze all SGA funds. That
move also passed unanimous
ly. Counts assured the
legislature that Meador will
now he sending weekly
reports.
In other matters, the
legislature received a report on
last Friday's Allnighter from
Mike Kimbrough, Concert
Series Chairman of the SPC.
Kimbrough and SGA Presi
dent, Mark Chandler,
organized the Allnighter for
the legislature after the SPC
Special Events Committee
decided that there was not
enough interest for them to
sponsor it.
A voice resolution was then
passed commending Kim
brough and Chandler for their
good job.

In the President's Report,
Chandler informed the
legislature of James Roberts'
disqualification as a candi
date for SGA president
following an unanimous vote
of the Elections Board. (See
related story, page one.)
Chandler then presented the
applications of Bob Hill and
James Hatfield for the
position of Director of Student
Services. The legislature
reccommended hiring Hill as
Director and Hatfield as his
assistant.
The remainder of the
meeting was spent in
discussion of the proposed
SGA budget for next year.
Chandler again urged, as last
week, that the legislature be
prepared to defend the budget
against the administration.
Chandler's own defense
centered around anticipated
increases in services to be
provided in the new Student
Union Building next year.
The legislature passed a
unanimous voice resolution
strongly urging that VicePresident for Student Affairs,
Dr. Jeanne Fisher, accept the
budget and pass it intact.

Alumni seek award nominees
The students, alumni,
faculty and staff of UAH are
invited to submit nominations
for the UAH Alumni Associa
tion Annual Awards Banquet
May 19, 1984 at the Carriage
Inn beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Awards this year will be made
in the six categories described
below. Please submit written
nominations to the office of
Alumni Affairs, Room 231,
Madison Hall before April 23,
1984. Please include a halfpage to one page justification
for each nomination.
1 )Alumnus of the year. This
award is presented to a UAH
alumnus who has been a loyal
advocate and a strong
supporter of the university.
This alumnus will have given
generously of his or her time,
thought, and talents to ensure
the continued growth and
environment of this institu
tion.
2)Faculty Appreciation.
This award is presented to a
full-time faculty member who
has proven to be an effective
classroom teacher, and whose
devotion to sound scholarship
is recognized by his or her
peers. The nominee will have

given consistently of his or her
time, the education of
students, the strengthening of
the profession, and the overall
enhancement of the univer
sity.
3)Staff appreciation. Only
in its second year, this popular
award recognizes the impec
cable capabilities of a UAH
staff member whose hard
work and dedication to the
university has been acknow
ledged by his or her fellow
employees.
4)Outstanding Student
Athlete. This award is
presented to a student athlete
whose performance, leader
ship, hard work, and
discipline contributed highly
to the success of his or her
team. Nominees must have 60
or more semester hours at
UAH and must be a full-time
student (or co-op) who
participated in varsity
athletics in team or individual
sports and who has main
tained at least a 2.0 GPA.
5)Outstanding Leadership
in Government. This special
honor is given to an individual
in university, local, state or
national government who has

displayed leadership and loyal
support to UAH. The nominee
should have a strong belief in
the importance of education
and be devoted to the wellbeing of the university.
6)Outstanding Student
Scholar. This award is
presented to an outstanding
student scholar who not only
excelled in the classroom, but
whose leadership, character,
and hard work has benefitted
the university and the
community.
Selections will be made by
the Alumni Association. All
nominations will he considered.

Compass Club
Compass Club of UAH
will hold its next meeting on
April 24 at 6 p.m. in the Union
Building Conference Room.
Newly installed officers are:
Susan Cole- president. Frank
Cantrell-vice
president. Lori
Beddingfield- secretary.
Tammie Berzett-treasurer,
Gaylia Townsle.v-director of
internal affairs.Bruce Askinsdirector of projects and Leigh
Ann Brown- director of
outreach.

I

UAH s Allnighter
___

___

____ ____
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Approximately 200 people showed up for this year's
Allnighter held in Spragins Hall last Friday night. Sixteen
teams competed for prizes with the Tallboys taking first in
the men's division followed hv RAC II. RAC I won the Co
ed division and the SGA team took second place. Events
included the rowboat race which was held in the swimming
pool, an obstacle course. Coors Grand Prix and lots of
cheering.

photos by Cliff Beach

\
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Sperry donates computers to modernize UAH
'continued from pane I)
every student and faculty
member for instruction and
research purposes. Other
anticipated uses include
electronic mailing, compu
terized lecture rooms in every
classroom building and
research laboratory, access for
regional schools to the
university's computer facili
ties, and improving continu
ing education opportunities.
By moving into this new
area of a computerized
campus, UAH has taken a
"decisive step in moving to the
forefront of the nation's
universities," according to Dr.
Thomas A. Bartlett, Chancellor
of the UAH System. "I
congratulate President Wright

and his colleagues for this
imaginative agreement. It is
most appropriate considering
UAH's special mission in
advanced science and
engineering and the campus's
link to the high technology
community," he continued.
Project ACCESS represents
a new step in relations
between education and
industry—"a monumental
step" according to Wright. In
accepting the gift, Wright
noted that this is the largest
contribution ever to the
university.
In total, the project
represents a $12 million
committment. In addition to
the $3.2 million in hardware
and software, Sperry will be

supplying two million dollars
having a fancy computer
in discounts for maintenance
network and not changing the
and future purchases of
university to use it."
additional equipment. The
When asked how the
remainder will be made up by
computers will be used for
the university and the High
instruction, Wright stated, "I
Technology Research Foun
used to think of computers as
dation.
sophisticated adding machines,
Sperry first
approached
but I've come to think of them
UAH about a year ago with a
as machines to manipulate
proposal to supply the
symbols. That is close to what
university with additional
thinking is."
equipment to supplement the
Dykema said that Sperry
Univac mainframe already in
selected UAH to become the
use. Wright then turned the
prototype of a totally
idea over to the faculty and
computerized campus because
"they thought big. The idea
of the size of the student body
was to see what could be done
and number of faculty and
with unlimited access to a
because of the University's
computer," said Wright.
role in high technology
After six months in
research and training.
committee with the faculty, a
"UAH is in a strategic
proposal was presented to
location with one of the
Sperry and Project ACCESS is
Southeast's fastest growing
the result.
high technology centers,"
The challenge for the faculty
Dykema explained.
is now to utilize the
However, UAH's strong
computers," according to
committment to make the
Wright. "I see the whole
project a success within three
curriculum being revised in
years was the deciding factor
the next three years. It seems
in Sperry's participation
to me that (having computers
according to Dykema. "The
accessible) is going to modify
last thing we wanted to do was
how you teach. The real
enter into a thing like this and
challenge is to keep from
fail."

Some of the personal
computers should be installed
within the next few months
and the network connecting
them all isexpected to be ready
by August according to a
Sperry spokesman. In all, over
600 personal computers and
terminals and over 80 office
automation systems will be
installed over the three year
period.
By making computers
available to every student, this
project will create an
environment at UAH which
will help students in all career
fields.
He continued, "UAH will be
offering our students a
computerized environment
second to none. Project
ACCESS will enhance the
quality of our education and
will mean that UAH students
are better prepared to enter
today's job market."
Wright also stressed the
importance of becoming
computer literate by close
association with and use of the
machines. "When our students
graduate, they will be ready to
work with state-of-the-art
computers," he said.
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9:00a.m. — 8:30p.m.
IF YOU DON'T HAVE A PAPER ID, YOU CAN O N L Y VOTE IN THE UNION BUILDING!!!

Hackeysacking lastest craze
by David Rogers
staff writer
"We've gotten to where it's
just about all that we want to
do," says UAH student Tim
Daniels.
Daniels is among the
growing number of UAH
students participating in the
latest college craze—hackey
sacking.
Hacky-sack or kick-hall,
according to Daniels, is a simple,
yet challenging game.
"The main purpose," says
Daniels, "is to use any partofyour
Ixxly, except your hands, to keepa
little leather kick-hall in the ;iir as
many tunes as you c;in, in
succession."

that hacky-sack helps develop a
person's agility and fitness.
The benefits of hacky-sack,
says Duncan, "are a greater
awareness of the feet ;ind legs,
sharpened balance, improved eyeobject coordination, and a
Quickness bused on a high level of

As fiir its rules are concerned,
Daniels explains that, "you can't
use your hands, and you're not
supposed to serve the ball to
yourself—you always serve it to
someone else. That'sabout it And
you never say you're sorry when
you miss."

The physical benefits are
numerous no matter what type of
sports activity one is involved in,
according to Daniels.
"A lot of the soccer players are
kicking the hacky-sack because
it's so much smaller, and it helps
them develop their game. I've
heard people say that it has
improved their racquetball game
and tennis game, too," Daniels
says.
Joe Duncan, a business major,
is also a "hacker" and he believes
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NAIA money

concentration."
"The official Spragins Hall
(continued from page 4)
world record hack is 51," he adds.
adds.
Hacky-sack is open to anyone measure might be unfair to
The NAIA will keep looking
bold enough to try. If you see a athletes at some schools. for new ways to improve itself
"There were some compli financially,
however, both
group of people hacking and want
to try, just say "Hack in." Hackers- cations," Rye says. "It (the men say.
proposal) would allow schools
are friendly people.
Schwartz says the organiza
who could afford it to pay the tion could impose the fee on
fees for their students." athletes later. "The concept
The provision would have was to plant the seed, and you
given an advantage to have to water it a few years
wealthier schools, and it and see what comes up."
would have placed a burden on
Rye says "the general
athletes who play more than feeling" among the member
one sport, opponents said.
schools is that "there might be
"But on the positive side, a better, less complicated
there was much sympathy and way" to raise money to start a
support for the intent" of the NAIA endowment fund. Some
tax measure among the athletic directors at a recent
delegates. Rye says.
District Two NAIA meeting
Schwartz emphasizes the s u g g e s t e d a p p r o a c h i n g
NAIA is in good financial
corporations for donations.
shape, and doesn't need the
Schwartz says the NAIA's
athletes' money in order to e x e c u t i v e c o m m i t t e e w i l l
survive. "This was no discuss fundraising alterna
desperation measure," Rye tives at its summer meeting.

Jr
Cut
College Expenses
at the

Mike Bailey demonstrates UAH's latest sport, hacking.

_ THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both repreI sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
3^9 career advancement are the rule,
Hi not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

OFF CAMPUS
COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
New a n d

Used B o o k s a n d S u p p l i e s

First Class Service at the Best Price
Special orders

Daily at no extra charge

Universin Drive
Dunlop

I ire-

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
Merry

New

Easter from the three

little rabbits and friend to the
blue-eyed pappa rabbit!

Monday thru Friday. 9:00-5:30
Saturdays 9:00-Noon
extended hours the first week
of classes.
1020 Henderson Road

Phone 837-9529
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Early registration
starts tomorrow
Early registration for the
summer term will be held from
April 19 through May 2.
Registration packets will be
available in Morton Hall,
Room 232.
Only packets of properly
completed forms received in
the office of admissions and
records from eligible students
on or before 5 p.m.. May 2 will
be processed in this registra
tion.
. On May 17 class schedules
and bills will be mailed to
students who participated in
early registration.
Each student has the
primary responsibility for
planning his or her academic
program and scheduling
courses. Academic advice
from faculty members is
available to any student
seeking such assistance.
Appointments are scheduled
through the academic
department offices.
Freshman request cards
nust be approved by faculty
a 1visors in the Advisement
Center, Morton Hall Room
222. Special student request
cards must be approved by
faculty advisors in the
Advisement Center.
Sophomore request cards for
students in the School of Arts,
Humanities and Social
Sciences and the School of
Mathematical and Nariural
Sciences, who have not
declared a major through

having an AOC completed,
must have request cards
approved in the Advisement
Center.
Schedule request cards for
all students in the School of
Nursing must bear the
approval stamp of Nursing
Advisement Office.
Freshman and sophomore
request cards for students in
engineering must be approved
in the Dean's office, R.I. M-17.
Junior, senior and graduate
students in engineering must
have schedule requests
approved in the appropriate
departmental office: ECE,
ME, or ISC. Chemical and
civil engineering students see
ME office.
Freshmen and first-term
transfer students in business
must have request cards
approved in the Advisement
Center.
Sophomores, juniors and
seniors in Administrative
Science who do not have an
AOC on file
must have
schedule requests approved in
the ADSC Programs Office,
Morton Hall 332.
ADSC students with AOC's
on file
must have schedule
requests approved in the
appropriate area office in
Morton Hall; AC(Room 308);
MGT/MKT (Room 342); FIN
(Room 336); MIS (Room 342);
and PR (Room 342). Office
hours are posted outside Room
332.

Roberts disqualified from race
(continued from pane I)

campaign. Without concrete
proof that someone else is
responsible. Chandler says
the elections board is left in the
position of holding the
candidate resonsible or else
"they can always say someone
else did it."
"Somebody obviously feels
very, very threatened," says
Molly Gremmels, who is also
vying for the presidency. "I'm
just waiting for the people who
aren't running a clean
campaign to have charges
brought against them."
Gremmels has devised a
unique system of code
markings for all of her
campaign posters. Each
poster is individually
identified and located in
recorded postitions.
You are responsible for the
people under you," explains
elections board member Tim
Miner, who disqualified
himself from the Roberts vote
because he is running for
office. Miner, however, feels
that the election board rules as
they stand are not detailed
enough and are incomplete.
"The rules will be changed,"
forsees Miner.
All of the presidential
candidates say that the
election board rules need to be
amended.
"You can't be responsible for
all of them," says presidential
candidate Tom Counts,
refering to a non-campaign

member violating policies.
"The policy is too explicit in
some parts" and too loose in
others said Counts, a member
of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
He referred to the size
restriction on campiagn
posters as being picky. Counts
also noted that there is no rule
in the election board policy
prohibiting the removal of an
opponents signs.
Gremmels, who has a twomember campaign force of her
and her brother, says she
doesn't want to get involved in
an interfraternal rivalry.
Gremmels says she refused a
request by Counts and Miner,
also a Pi Kappa Alpha
member, to lodge a written
complaint against Roberts'
campaign proceedures.
"I believe more in confronting people," explained
Gremmels. Gremmels, who
experienced problems with her
campaign posters being
"ripped down", says she
decided to confront Counts
face to face, bypassing the
elections board, when she
heard that Counts supporter
Nels Benson had been
removing and defacing her
posters.
"Tom and I had talked
about having a clean
campaign," so Gremmels
opted to talk over Benson's
alleged actions with Counts.
After being approched by
Gremmels, Counts said he
talked to Benson about the

alleged vandelism. Benson
confirmed the accusations,
according to Counts. Counts
says he then convinced
Benson not to remove or
deface any more of Gremmels
posters.
Gremmels confirmed that
since her talk with Counts, her
posters were staying where
they were put.
Chandler described the race
as childish, but not unpreci—
dented. The current election
board rules are based on
lessons learned in the past; but
says Chandler, "This election
is (explitive deleted)."
"Ther's always going to be
dirty politics, I guess," says
Counts, refering to the
removal and defacing of both
his and Gremmels' signs. "I
think all that has happened
(the violations) is needless,"
continued Counts. Counts
affirms however, "I've been
involved in no dirty politics."
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UAH residents council serves everybody
by Kim Best
staff writer
What is RAC? The name
sounds vaguely familiar to
many students around
campus, but few know what it
is or what it does.
RAC is the Resident
Advisory Council. RAC
functions in two areas: as a
government council for on and
off-campus housing, and a
programmer of special events
and activities for resident
students. Although it is
designed specifically for

housing residents, all
members of the UAH
community are welcome to
attend.
The council originated in
1981. Cedric Fuller, the
current staff advisor for RAC,
was instrumental in founding
it. The first two years were
primarily groundwork years.
Few programs or activities
were held during this time.
"It has only been in the past
year that any significant
programming has been done,"
said Danny Tripp, political

science major and former
president of RAC.
The Resident Advisory
Council is made up of sixteen
members. Council members
represent both on-campus and
off-campus residents. Currently,
however, there are no
representatives from offcampus housing. Officials
attribute this to a feeling of
isolation on the part of offcampus residents.
RAC is presently in the
process of planning a judicial
board. The board's main

function will be to act as a
mediator between housing
officials and residents.
"We have had problems in
the past," says Tripp.
"Communication between
residents and officials has
been less than adequate. RAC
officials are hoping that the
judicial board can work for
both parties and help prevent
past problems from cropping
up again."
There has been a recent
power shift in the Resident
Advisory Council. President
Danny Tripp resigned his
position, effective April 8,
1984.
"I felt like my effectiveness
had been used up. It was time
for someone new, with fresh
ideas, to take over," said
Tripp.

SO

SCREAMING

CHEAP

Officers for RAC are elected
every fall quarter. Tripp feels
that the terms are too long and
that elections should be.held
more frequently.
"People come into RAC all
fired up and with great ideas,
but as the year wears on, a lot
of the enthusiasm disappears
and RAC kind of gets

sluggish," said Tripp.
Tripp and others would like
to see RAC officers elected
both in the Fall and Spring.
These elections would be
similar to the SGA elections.
To serve as presidentof RAC
until the fall election, Staff
Advisor Fuller has appointed
Chris McGee, housing
resident and current vicepresident, to that position.
Fuller says that he will
also appoint a vice-president
to serve during the interim.
Some of the more popular
activities that RAC has
sponsored have been hayrides
and movies. They are pressed
for space in which to hold
activities. When the new
Union is completed. RAC will
be able to use the facilities
there and will be able to have
bigger, more frequent
activities.
RAC has several things
planned for Spring quarter.
Special events on the calendar
include an Alcohol Abuse
Seminar on April 26, and
tentative plans for a semiformal Spring Dance on May
12.

Come to the UAH Bookstore's Easter Egg
Hunt!!! Today through Friday, one egg will be
hidden each day in the store. The lucky persons
finding the eggs will receive a UAH T-shirt free!
Don't miss our spring T-Shirt
sale at special prices from
.994 to $4.99 and our comfortable
running shorts in assorted
colors for only $5.99 a pair.

Monday 8. Tuesday 9 — 6
Wednesday thru Friday 9 — 5

895-6600

Springfest '84 set

The Univeristy Playhouse cast rehearses a scene from the upcoming'Bedroom Farce'

Playhouse stages 'Bedroom Farce'
by Kate Miller
managing editor
Critics have credited him
with such titles as "the British
Neil Simon" and "the
successor to Noel Coward."
Comedies based on univer-.
sal situations have set Alan
Ayckbourn apart as one of
Britain's foremost play
wrights, and the University
Playhouse will be presenting
one of his better known, and
funnier plays.
Bedroom Farce, a comedy in
two acts, will be presented at
the Von Braun Civic Center
Playhouse Thursday through
Saturday nights at 8:15 p.m.

Classifieds
TYPIST
Accurate and fast typist,
experienced in dissertations
and theses. Self-correcting
Selectric. Only $1 per page.
Call Bonnie at 772-3636.

The play tells the story of
one couple's marital problems,
and how their difficulties
affect three other couples
surrounding them. It is set in
three different bedrooms, with
action going on in all rooms
simultaneously.
Composed of a cast of eight
UAH students and directed by
Paul Webb, associate profes
sor of communications,
Bedroom Farce also draws
talent from the UAH
community in the technical
and backstage aspects of the
play's production.
According to Webb,
increasing numbers of
students auditioning have
initiated the need to present
plays with larger casts.
"What I was looking for
(when choosing a play) was
something contemporary with
a fairly good number of roles.
This play is set in the 70's and

has eight good parts," said
Webb. "That's something else
I like about this play; all the
parts are equal. No one is the
star."
Webb went on to say that the
two biggest challenges facing
the cast were the need for splitsecond timing, and over
coming the dialect.
But will Huntsville audien
ces be able to understand and
appreciate the type of humor
Britain is famous for?
According to Webb, they will.
"This play has a lot of
physical comedy. Even if you
couldn't understand the words
the physical action alone
would make you laugh," said
Webb.
"What's more important
though, is the story itself. It's
about relationships—and the
kinds of problems that
everyone has in them. That's
what the play is all about."

Cactus Jack

FOUND
Full-grown female springer
spaniel, Tuesday morning on
3rd floor Humanities Bldg. Call
Candace, English Dept.
secretary at 895-6320.

(continued from page 1)
Saturday April 21—Springfest
Day '84. The outside
entertainment will take place
on the grounds near the
Humanities Building this year
due to the construction of the
Union.
The entertainment will
begin at 1:00 p.m. with the
heavy-metal band, Fallout.
Then, at 2:10, The Boy
Scouts, an all-girl band who
perform new wave, punk, and
rock, will be the entertainers.
At 3:15 The Knockabouts
will perform their hard-core
punk material. Youth in Asia
will be performing at 4:20.
For those who are interested
treasure there will be a
treasure hunt. For those with a
competitive spirit there will be
contests with lots of
excitement. Come to Spring
fest and find out what they
are.

all for just

$1595

KAYPRO II
COMPUTER

1117 Jordan Lane

SKYDIVE?
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(including cable)

Now is the season! Instruction
by U.S. Parachute Association
licensed instructor. Course fee
$90: includes ground school,
equipment rental, logbook and
actual first jump. Group rates
available. Call Gordon at 8956167 or 881-0167 (evenings)
or drop by Science Building
Boom 211.

North Alabama's
Rock & Roll
Nightspot

INCLUDES OVER

NEED CASH?

g
^

Thurs. is .750 drinks, and .500
Coors and Coors Light

posters on campus. Serious
workers only; we give
recommendations. Call now
for summer & next fall. 1 -800243-6679.

^
^

Sunday, .750 drinks, and no cover
for ladies

$3000 OF SOFTWARE!

MADISON BOOKS & COMPUTERS

T-Mac

Earn $500-plus each school
year, 2-4 (flexible) hours per
week placing and filling

Meanwhile in the Union, the
Film Series will be showing
films for people that want to
take advantage of a wide
range of celluloid stimulation.
The following is the film
schedule for April 21: 1:00—
Cool Hand Luke, 3:15—
Dirty Harry, 5:00—Midnight
Cowboy, 7:00—Dr. Strangelove, 9:30—And Now For
Something Completely
Different, 12:00 midnight—
Rock 'n' Roll High School.

Available Now:
90% Financing
with
Kaypro Quick Credit

EPSON
RX 80 PRINTER

Thurs - Sun

A variety of fun and games
are also on the agenda. Sign
up sheets will be posted in the
Union, and also in the SGA
office, for persons interested in
participating in the events on
Springfest Day. Besides the
thrill of victory, there will be
prizes awarded to the winners.
For the creative minded
there will be arts and crafts
exhibits.

The friendly compuer sJore jusr 4 miles vmps of ihe
Spoce and Rochet Center. HurasviNe. AL
0006 Modson Plhe 772-9250.

g
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UR DEALER COI
|ALE CAN SAVE
lOU MONEY!"l
PS-LX2 auto-return
direct drive turntable

13H22 13"
portable color TV

Now reduced to dealer cost! This ex
cellent turntable from Sony combines
convenient auto-return operation, sen
sitive low mass tonearm and direct drive
motor for outstanding performance. All
operating controls conveniently located
on front panel. An incredible value you
don't want to miss! Hurry to our sale to
day!

Here's a sale-priced portable that's great
as a second set yet otters big TV perfor
mance! Linytron-Plus, in-line picture tube
for brilliant color, SAW filter to help clean
up "ghosts" and 100% solid state cir
cuitry for cool operation and long life. 1
year warranty on parts and labor. 2 years
on picture tube.

199.95 List Price 300.00

88.00

R-K11 30-watt AM/FM stereo receiver

RT-1010 double stereo cassette deck
Makes great sounding stereo tapes in Dolby with metal tape
compatibility plus, it also features a second play-only deck for
brilliant, full-stereo copies with quality virtually as good as the
original1 Dubs can be made at normal or double speed. Other
features include Auto Program Search System, soft-touch
controls and digital tape counter.

M-G41 personal AM/FM
stereo radio/cassette
Slip on the lightweight stereo head
phones, slide your belt through the
radio/cassette carrying case and you're
all set for rich, clear stereo sound
wherever you go- from your favorite AM
or FM station or prerecorded tape!
Features LED FM stereo indicator and
metal tape compatibility Now at fantastic
savings!

48.00

List Price 79.95

List Price 150.00

169.95
List Price 250.00

You won't find a better receiver buy anywhere! The R-K11
provides 30 watts of clean power per channel and its sensitive
FM section brings in even weak stations with amazing clarity
and in full stereo. Also features extra large slide rule tuning dial
and streamlined, low-profile styling.

138.00

List Price 230.00

GF-1740 portable AM/FM
radio/cassette recorder
A great sounding portable AM/FM radio
with built-in cassette and AC/battery
operation Features full-range speaker,
large slide rule tuning dial and makes
tapes directly from the radio or built-in
mike. The sound companion that's ready
for your active lifestyle! Now sale-priced1

48.00 List Price 79.95

PIOMEER
KS-R30 pushbutton AM/FM car
stereo with auto-reverse cassette
All the features and performance you need at a price you can
afford! Sensitive pushbutton AM/FM radio with separate bass
and treble controls plus built-in auto-reverse cassette with
Dolby and metal capability. Best of all. the KS-R30 fits almost
any car on the road today. Hurry to our sale and take advan
tage of this fantastic buy!

169.95

List Price 249.95

PIONEER TS-106 4" doormount car stereo speakers
These handsome, door-mount speakers
deliver sound quality to match their good
looks! Rated at 20 watts, they offer
50-16,000 Hz response for full range
stereo sound and feature mesh grills with
simulated silver trim. Only 1%" depth re
quired for mounting. Now reduced to
dealer cost!

28.00

List Price 59.95

Long's Electronics
•North Memorial Parkway next to Handy City*Open Mon. thru Sat. 10 AM 'til 8 PM

